PRESS COVERAGE

Mayor's great and refreshing album
caught the attention of the indie scene
in Israel, and also the heart of the British
superstar Danton Supple, someone who
knows a thing or two about music. So he
produced the second album for them,
and you get to hear the first single from
it.
The last Tune in Tel Aviv Festival in Tel
Aviv just ended last week, and here we get
a single that is a proof of the successes
this festival can bring. Last year's festival
was attended by British producer Danton
Supple, who worked with the likes of Pet
Shop Boys, Coldplay, U2 and Morrissey.
He came to a MAYOR performance, loved
what he heard, and suggested that they
produce their second album at his studio
in London. MAYOR, for their part, did not

miss this dream opportunity and came
to London only a month later.
Mayor was founded by guitarist and
musical producer Gili Meir, who was joined
by drummer Hod Sarid and singer Oran
Reznik. Before Mayor, Gili and Hod were
members of the punk rock group "I've got
all the hotties" and played together for
six years until the band was disbanded.
Their debut album was released in
2015 and is called "NOTHING 2 LUZ" and
recieved great attention from the local
indie scene. Their second album, which
they worked on with Danton, is expected
to be released later this year and now,
they are releasing their first single "falls
in line"

MAKO NEWS

20/11/16

MAYOR RETURN FROM
LONDON WITH A NEW HIT

Mayor for the masses!
Mayor is a new and cool web-musical
project in his ambition, in which a wide
range of artists, musicians, photographers,
directors and other colorful characters
took this year. The initiator is Gili Meir,
the former guitarist of "All the Hotties Are
Mine", alongside soloist Oran Reznik and
drummer Hod Sarid, who also comes out
"all the Hotties." After FOUR video clips
well invested and a well-known music
video and Video Art is released, the turn
of the official debut album "NOTHING
2LUZ" arrives, full of bursting with indiepop sounds, happy and highly produced,
that really feels not from here andarrives
toward you in a little less formal way.

So, it seems that the band decided to
allow free download of the album on
the bandcamp site (just click "Buy" and
then "0" or any other amount you want),
in return for the likes, shares, a bit of
constructive criticism or just positive
karma. We are what we have done. Now
it's your turn. You are also invited to
catch Mayor on the stage of the Tel Aviv
Passage Club tomorrow and prepare
yourself in advance with a video "Meet
the Band" here.

YNET

07/01/15

A GIFT FOR THE WINTER DAYS:
NEW ISRAELI SONGS

A new and refreshing Music video from
locals, MAYOR, created and produced by
Gili Meir, Co-created by various guests.
Watch and go visit their show at the
"Menashe Forest" Festival
The local and talked about MAYOR band,
is pampering the world with their new
music video, Laden with dogs and warm
sun. Prior to their participation in the "
Menashe Forest Festival", The music video
for " I can take you" is added to the other
and diverse works of the other artists
that take part in MAYOR. Remember their
names: Oran Reznik, Gili Meir and Hod
Sarid. Upcoming shows: 15.5: "Menashe
Forest Festival" , Main Stage, 19:00 PM 19.5
:" The Passage" , Tel-Aviv 22.5 : The TelAviv University's "Student Day" event. Don't
miss their shows. Write us your thoughts
on our Facebook page.

WALLA NEWS

15/05/14

FIRST LOOK: NEW MUSIC
VIDEO FOR MAYOR

In anticipation of the upcoming
performances of the project run by Gili
Meir and a group of co-creators, another
song by Mayor is coming out for the first
time. Listen to it.
The intriguing Israeli project, which includes
various professionals from the fields of music
and visual art, is releasing a song by Dorin
Levy, only this time it's in French. Mayor is
managed and produced by Gili Meir and a
group of co-creators. Click here to get some
more of it.

WALLA NEWS

29/04/14

FIRST LISTEN: MAYOR'S
NEW FRENCH SONG

The unique project is managed and
produced by Gili Meir, who collaborates
with writers, directors, singers and
photographers. Releasing a new clip for
"Can 't Have Fun" performed by Oran
Reznik. View the result.
The music video "Can't Have Fun", was
created by Midgets with Nightvision (Daniel
Zini, Yair Moss, Yaron Steinberg). The Video
combines new photographs and YouTube
archive footage documenting the Romanian
president's historic visit to North Korea in 1971.

WALLA NEWS

02/12/13

PREMIERE: A NEW CLIP
FOR MAYOR

